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23 Abstract

24 The impact of microplastics (MPs) on aquatic life, given their ubiquitous presence in 

25 the water compartment, represents a growing concern. Consistently, scientific knowledge is 

26 advancing rapidly, although evidence on actual adverse effects is still highly fragmented. 

27 This paper summarizes the recent literature on MP impacts on aquatic organisms aiming to 

28 link routes of uptake, possible alterations of physiological processes, and outcomes at 

29 different levels of biological organization. Animal feeding strategies and MP biodistribution 

30 is discussed, alongside relevant effects at molecular, cellular, and systemic levels. 

31 Pathways from animal exposure to apical physiological responses are examined to define 

32 the relevance of MPs for animal health, and point out open questions and research gaps. 

33 Emphasis is addressed to emerging threats posed by leaching of plastic additives, many of 

34 which have endocrine disruption potential. Finally, a role of MPs as substrate of 
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72 1 Introduction

73 Pollution of aquatic environments by microplastics (MPs), defined as plastic particles of 

74 size  5 mm (UNEP, 2016), originates from the release of primary manufactured particles 

75 employed in many industrial and household activities (e.g. microbeads in toothpastes, 

76 exfoliants, and blasting, synthetic clothing, marine coatings, tyres, blasting, exfoliants, 

77 toothpastes, synthetic clothing), as well as from the degradation of larger plastics items into 

78 fragments of micro-size ranges (Andrady, 2017). The amount of MPs released in the 

79 environment continues to increase as a result of the ongoing increases in the production of 

80 plastics worldwide (Plastics Europe, 2018), while degradation is expected over hundreds of 

81 years.

82 The effects of MPs on aquatic organisms are currently the subject of intense research, 

83 with an exponential rise in the last few years in publications reporting data from different 

84 taxonomic groups, and from both laboratory and field investigations, including studies on 

85 MPs as possible vectors for organic contaminants (a Pubmed research on ‘Microplastics & 

86 Effects & Aquatic’ gave 129 hits, with an increase from 6 in 2014 and 2015 to 58 in 2018). 

87 These include at least 20 review articles intended to give a critical perspective on published 

88 studies on the ecotoxicological consequences of MP ingestion in aquatic biota. Among 

89 these, two recent papers focused on the major knowledge gaps in MP research on aquatic 

90 organisms (Burns and Boxall, 2018; de Sá et al., 2018). Interestingly, both studies 

91 underlined the mismatch between the particle types, size ranges, and concentrations of MPs 

92 used in laboratory tests and those measured in the environment, as well as the need to 

93 understand the mechanisms of action and the capacity of MPs to exert cellular and systemic 

94 effects at environmentally relevant concentrations.

95 In this paper, we will review the most recent literature on the biological impacts of MPs 

96 on aquatic organisms with the aim of highlighting the physiological outcomes and their link 

97 with route of MP uptake. In particular, animal feeding strategies and their impacts on routes 
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98 of MP uptake and accumulation in different tissues are considered. Moreover, most relevant 

99 effects observed at the molecular, cellular, and systemic level in aquatic species exposed 

100 to MPs are discussed. Overall, building on knowledge gained by previous reviews and meta-

101 analyses (Foley et al., 2018; Galloway and Lewis, 2016; Paul-Pont et al., 2018), this review 

102 paper attempts to deeply examine relationships between animal exposure, alterations of 

103 physiological mechanisms and apical responses, in order to better define the relevance of 

104 MP exposure for the health status of aquatic organisms, and point out open questions and 

105 research gaps. 

106 Finally, emphasis is posed towards additional emerging biological threats of MP 

107 occurrence in aquatic environments, such as leaching of plastic additives, which have the 

108 potential to exert adverse effects on aquatic fauna, and the role of MPs as substrate of 

109 microorganism growth, which is likely to promote the spread of pathogens as well as the 

110 invasion by alien species.

111

112 2 Routes of uptake and distribution of microplastics in aquatic organisms 

113

114 2.1 Uptake mechanisms: indiscriminate feeding vs active selection, and trophic transfer

115 Given their small size, MPs are within the optimal prey range and thus bioavailable to 

116 ingestion by a variety of aquatic animals such as zooplankton, mollusks, crustacea, fish, 

117 seabirds, and marine mammals (Browne et al., 2008; Cole et al., 2013; Germanov et al., 

118 2018; Lusher et al., 2017). Routes of direct ingestion include particle uptake via 

119 indiscriminate feeding behaviors like those performed by filter-, suspension- and deposit- 

120 feeders. These organisms feed by collecting and sorting particulate matter to trap and ingest 

121 anything of appropriate size (Moore, 2008). Uptake efficiency mainly depends on the 

122 combination of particle size, shape, and density features that determine MP position in the 
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123 water column and/or sediments, and hence their availability to animals. Typically, low-

124 density polymers like PP and PE float in the water column, while high-density MPs like PS 

125 and polyvinyl chloride sink and accumulate into sediments, making them more available to 

126 filter/suspension- or deposit- feeders, respectively (Browne et al., 2007; Chubarenko et al., 

127 2016). 

128 A mesocosm study reproducing polystyrene MP exposure on a coastal community 

129 consisting of dominant invertebrate taxa of the Northern Baltic Sea clearly addressed this 

130 issue (Setälä et al., 2016). The results showed that the lowest number of ingested particles 

131 was detected in the polychaetes Marenzelleria spp. and Monoporeia affinis, both deposit 

132 feeders living in burrows (Marenzelleria spp) or at the sediment surface (M. affinis). The 

133 bivalves Mytilus trossulus and Macoma balthica, which filter feeding at the sediment-water 

134 interface, contained comparatively higher amounts of particles. 

135 MP uptake (1, 10 and 90 µm PS spheres at 3 – 3000 particle/mL) was investigated in 

136 freshwater invertebrate species with different feeding strategies (Scherer et al., 2017). All 

137 species ingested MPs in a concentration-dependent manner with the pelagic filter feeder 

138 Daphnia magna consuming up to 6180 particle/h and exhibiting higher feeding rates on 1 

139 and 10 µm beads compared to Chironomus riparius and Lumbriculus variegatus, which are 

140 burrowing and detritus-feeders. MP ingestion by D. magna was mainly driven by size and 

141 not by surface characteristics.

142 The above studies suggest that filter feeders are the most prone to ingestion of 

143 suspended MPs. These organisms form important links between different trophic levels and 

144 between pelagic and benthic ecosystems, hence representing a possible route of MP trophic 

145 transfer. Recently, the concept of this filter feeding habit posing a greater threat towards MP 

146 ingestion was addressed to filter feeders of marine megafauna, namely mobulid rays, 
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147 sharks, and baleen whales (Germanov et al., 2018). These animals have even a higher 

148 probability of ingesting relevant amounts of MPs, because they must filter hundreds to 

149 thousands of liters of water per day to gain adequate nutrition (Paig-Tran et al., 2013); 

150 therefore, they are likely to ingest MPs both directly from water and indirectly, through 

151 contaminated planktonic prey (Dawson et al., 2018; Setälä et al., 2014). Indeed, their 

152 estimated daily MP ingestion rates range from a minimum of about 100 pieces for whale 

153 sharks from the Gulf of California (Fossi et al., 2017) to thousands of pieces for fin whales 

154 inhabiting the Mediterranean Sea (Fossi et al., 2012). This might lead to a significant 

155 reduction in their nutritional uptake, as animals feed on the same quantities of particulate 

156 matter but receive a lower nutritional benefit (Germanov et al., 2018). 

157 Active selection due to misidentification of MPs for food was also proved. The general 

158 idea is that since plastics are not composed of known phagostimulants, their consumption 

159 should result from visual or tactile misidentification (Moore, 2008). Visual similarity between 

160 plastic debris and preys is known to drive plastic ingestion by big aquatic vertebrates such 

161 as sea turtles (Schuyler et al., 2014), and a similar phenomenon was also observed in small 

162 fish or crustacea. For example, omnivorous juveniles of the fish Girella laevifrons, collected 

163 from tidal pools from Las Cruces (Chile), preferentially ingested red colored plastic fibers, 

164 since their diet is mainly based on grazing red algae dominating bottom habitats at the 

165 sampling locations (Mizraji et al., 2017). Similarly, the planktivorous palm ruff Seriolella 

166 violacea preferentially captured black MPs, likely because they appear more similar to food 

167 pellets to the fish, whereas MPs of other colors (blue, translucent, and yellow) were co-

168 captured only when floating close to food pellets (Ory et al., 2018). In contrast, an example 

169 of MP avoidance likely due to visual recognition is provided by a laboratory study in which 

170 zebrafish specimen exposed to MPs were able to recognize them as “non-food” and react 

171 negatively exhibiting a spitting locomotory behavior (Kim et al., 2019). Zebrafish is equipped 
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172 with a diurnal-adapted visual system, and individuals are able to adjust their movements 

173 according to the azimuth of preys (Patterson et al., 2013). In addition, zebrafish displayed 

174 good learning and memory abilities exhibiting long-term behavioral adaptations for judging 

175 whether MP was food or not. 

176 Mysid shrimps (Praunus spp.) are known to actively select their preys (Viherluoto and 

177 Viitasalo, 2001a), thus they are probably able to discriminate MP fragments from their 

178 mesozooplankton preys. Size-selective feeding over MPs of different size classes and 

179 irregular shape was observed, since only fragments of a certain size fraction (100 – 200 μm) 

180 were selected over other MP sizes (90 μm and over 500 μm) (Lehtiniemi et al., 2018). The 

181 color of the offered particles (orange, green, red, and yellow) did not play a significant role 

182 in selection, in agreement with the finding that mysids locate their prey mainly by 

183 mechanoreception (Viherluoto and Viitasalo, 2001b).

184 Evidence on ingestion due to chemical cues is reported in a wide range of aquatic 

185 animals, from cnidarians (Allen et al., 2017), bivalve mollusks (Bråte et al., 2018), to fish 

186 (Savoca et al., 2017). Surface coverage by mixtures of organic and inorganic molecules, 

187 forming a so called “eco- bio- corona” (Canesi et al., 2016; Canesi and Corsi, 2016), is the 

188 first modification of surface properties that occurs when MPs are introduced into natural 

189 waters, as this brings them into contact with natural colloids, inorganic (ionic compounds 

190 and minerals) and organic matter (i.e., mixtures of polysaccharides, proteins, lipids, and 

191 nucleic acids), or lead them being colonized by microorganisms (Galloway et al., 2017). This 

192 biofilm can contain microbes similar to those feeding in the water column (Vroom et al., 

193 2017), or bacteria-produced exudates acting as infochemicals of food occurrence. For 

194 example, DMS (dimethyl sulfide) and its precursor DMSP (dimethylsulfonio propionate) 

195 have been identified to drive plastic selection by seabirds and fish (Savoca et al., 2017, 

196 2016). DMS is produced by the enzymatic breakdown of DMSP, which increases during 
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197 zooplankton grazing (Dacey and Wakeham, 1986), hence it triggers foraging activity for 

198 those species whose diet is rich in pelagic crustaceans (DeBose et al., 2008). As a result, 

199 preferential ingestion of weathered over virgin MPs was observed in different aquatic 

200 organisms (Bråte et al., 2018; Reisser et al., 2014; Vroom et al., 2017). A first evidence of 

201 plastic litter ingestion by Pelagia noctiluca, the most abundant jellyfish species in the 

202 Mediterranean Sea, was reported by Macali et al. (2018). As with the distribution of plastic 

203 litter, the dispersal of this species is mainly driven by local winds and currents that 

204 concentrate this organism in regions with a high concentration of floating litter. The presence 

205 of PE plastic items in the gastrovascular cavity of the jellyfish was suggested to be due to 

206 active ingestion of the fragments wrongly recognized as food likely due to chemical cues 

207 derived by plastic weathering, since chemoreception is the main sensing mechanisms 

208 controlling preying and feeding behavior in this species (Morabito et al., 2012). Furthermore, 

209 laboratory experiments with the cnidarian coral Astrangia poculata showed nematocyst 

210 discharge and ingestion of different MPs (including PE) (Allen et al., 2017), supporting the 

211 hypothesis that the presence of phagostimulants potentially found as components of the 

212 polymer matrix may promote chemoreception in cnidarians.  

213 Microplastics may also be ingested indirectly through trophic transfer, whereby 

214 contaminated preys are consumed by predators (Au et al., 2017). This issue is the subject 

215 of increased scientific debate, in light of the implications of a high seafood diet and related 

216 human health effects (Carbery et al., 2018). Laboratory studies gained convincing evidence 

217 that trophic transfer does occur for low trophic level organisms. For example, in feeding 

218 experiments under controlled conditions blue mussels (Mytilus edulis) were exposed to 

219 fluorescently labelled 0.5 μm PS MPs (at a concentration of about 1,000,000 particle/mL) 

220 before being fed to the common shore crab (Carcinus maenas) (Farrell and Nelson, 2013). 

221 The analysis of crab tissues later revealed the presence of MPs in the haemolymph, 
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222 stomach, hepatopancreas, ovary and gills. It must be noted that selected exposure levels of 

223 MPs far exceeded those from natural field conditions. A less extreme exposure scenario 

224 was employed by Santana et al. (2017). Exposure conditions (MP concentrations, exposure 

225 duration, time of post-exposure depuration) were settled to allow MP (0.1 - 1.0 μm polyvinyl 

226 chloride, PVC, spherical particles) being detected only in the hemolymph and being absent 

227 in the gut cavity of the prey (the mussel Perna perna). Predators were the crab Callinectes 

228 ornatus and the pufferfish Spheoeroides greeleyi. PVC MPs were shown to be transferred 

229 from prey to predators but with no evidences of tissue accumulation after 10 days of 

230 exposure. The Authors hypothesized a reduced likelihood of trophic transfer of particles and, 

231 as a consequence, a reduced risk of direct impacts of MPs on higher trophic levels. Trophic 

232 transfer of PS nanoplastics (NPs) < 100 nm in size was shown in a freshwater food chain 

233 with the alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, the water flea Daphnia magna, the secondary-

234 consumer fish Oryzias sinensis, and the end-consumer fish Zacco temminckii (Chae et al., 

235 2018). Algae were exposed to 50 mg/L NPs, while higher trophic level organisms were 

236 exposed through their diet. Microscopy analyses confirmed that NPs adhered to the surface 

237 of the primary producer and were present in the digestive organs of the higher trophic level 

238 species. Under these exposure conditions, NPs negatively affected swimming activity of 

239 both fish species. 

240 When investigating the fate and biological interactions of MPs in natural settings, it was 

241 shown that other factors besides organism trophic level can influence the occurrence of MPs 

242 in wildlife (Bour et al., 2018a). Nevertheless, many evidences in support of trophic transfer 

243 occurring in natural aquatic food webs is accumulating. A first example was reported by 

244 Eriksson and Burton (2003) that, through field observations, showed the presence of MPs 

245 in the scats of Antarctic fur seal (Arctocephalus tropicalis and A. gazelle) from Macquarie 

246 Island (Antarctica). The Authors suggested that MPs had initially been ingested by the 
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247 plankton-feeding fish, Electrona subaspera, which is the main prey consumed by fur seals 

248 in the area. Recently, investigations on stomach contents of wild caught plaices 

249 (Pleuronectes platessa) from the Celtic Sea demonstrated an active route of MP trophic 

250 transfer from plankton-feeders sand eels (Ammodytes tobianus) (Welden et al., 2018). By 

251 analyzing MP content in scats from captive seals (residents of a rehabilitation center) and 

252 the wild-caught fish they are fed upon (mackerels), the study from Nelms et al. (2018) was 

253 the first to report empirical evidence for the trophic transfer of MPs to a marine top predator. 

254 Further evidence reporting MP occurrence within the gastro-intestinal tracts of various wild-

255 caught fish species (Güven et al., 2017; Lusher et al., 2017) highlight the potential for MP 

256 ingestion through feeding on contaminated preys.

257 On the whole, the reported findings suggest that trophic transfer represents a 

258 potentially relevant route of MP accumulation for any species whose feeding habit involves 

259 the consumption of whole prey (i.e. including gastrointestinal tracts), posing direct concerns 

260 to human health (EFSA, 2016). Further information on the mechanisms through which MPs 

261 transfer through the trophic chain potentially enter the human food chain are advisable.

262

263 2.2 Tissue distribution of microplastics in aquatic organisms 

264 Generally speaking, MPs are thought to accumulate in aquatic organisms only in tissues 

265 in direct contact with water, such as gastrointestinal and respiratory tissues (Grigorakis et 

266 al., 2017; Jovanović, 2017; Nicolau et al., 2016). However, as long as scientific evidence is 

267 accumulating, it is becoming clear that other tissues may be impacted by particle 

268 accumulation (Fig 1), arguing the onset of translocation processes, and potentially 

269 broadening the impacts of MPs on a variety of other physiological functions. In this concern, 

270 particles of smaller size (up to 1 µm; Gigault et al. (2018)) addressed to as NPs, are gaining 
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271 special attention because their propensity for intracellular accumulation has been clearly 

272 reported (Gaspar et al., 2018). Some investigations on NPs performed in the recent years 

273 are discussed below highlighting their potential for translocating towards and affecting 

274 specific tissues.

275 In bivalve mollusks, gills are a first site of particles uptake, mediated by microvilli activity 

276 and endocytosis, while a second pathway occurred via ciliary movement in the stomach, 

277 intestine and digestive tubules, followed by MP translocation towards haemolymph (Browne 

278 et al., 2008; Magni et al., 2018; Paul-Pont et al., 2016; Sussarellu et al., 2016; Von Moos et 

279 al., 2012). The resulting accumulation pathway shows consistent aggregates within 

280 intestinal lumen and digestive tissues, and more limited MP occurrence in gill epithelial cells 

281 and in haemolymph (Avio et al., 2015a; Von Moos et al., 2012). Browne et al. (2008) first 

282 showed that in Mytilus edulis particle size influenced the capacity of MPs to translocate from 

283 the gut cavity to the hemolymph, with over 60% more 3-µm particles in the circulatory fluid 

284 than 9.6-µm ones. However, confocal microscopy demonstrated that both MP sizes were 

285 present inside hemocytes. The formation of granulocytomas around accumulated 

286 polyethylene MPs up to 80 µm was also observed in the digestive gland of exposed mussels 

287 (Von Moos et al., 2012). These findings pointed out the key role of phagocytosis operated 

288 by hemocytes in translocation events. Uptake of MPs in multiple organs of mussels under 

289 field conditions was recently reported by Kolandhasamy et al. (2018). The abundance of 

290 MPs by tissue weight showed significant differences amongst organs, with intestine 

291 containing the highest MPs levels (9.2 items/g of tissue), surprisingly followed by foot, and 

292 then by stomach, gills, mantle, adductor muscle, gonads, and visceral mass. Adherence to 

293 soft tissues rather than ingestion was suggested as a possible route of MP accumulation in 

294 those organs, such as foot, that are not involved in ingestion processes. 
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295 Watts et al. (2014) tested the hypothesis that the non-filter feeding shore crab (Carcinus 

296 maenas) can take up MPs (8−10 μm) both through inspiration across the gills and ingestion 

297 of pre-exposed food (blue mussels, Mytilus edulis). Gill-mediated inspiration resulted in a 

298 21-days MP body retention, while a 14-days body retention was observed following MP 

299 uptake through dietary ingestion. Most MPs were found on the external surface of gills 

300 following waterborne exposure or were retained in the foregut, due to adherence to the hair-

301 like setae, after dietary exposure. Jeong et al. (2017) showed that fluorescence signal 

302 related to labeled 50 nm PS NP was dispersed throughout the body in exposed 

303 Paracyclopina nana specimen, while florescence of 0.5 µm and 6 μm size MPs was mostly 

304 restricted to digestive organs. The dispersed fluorescence observed in 50 nm NP-exposed 

305 P. nana could be explained by translocation of polystyrene microbeads across the cellular 

306 membranes through the digestive organs of P. nana.

307 In fish, the gastrointestinal tract is the most investigated organ in relation to 

308 accumulation of plastic litter, providing a means to derive information on presence, spatial 

309 distribution, and typology of litter in defined areas, or to assess MP body burden in species 

310 of commercial interest (Avio et al., 2015b; Pellini et al., 2018; Wieczorek et al., 2018). For 

311 example, digestive tracts of 263 individuals from 26 species of commercial fish caught off 

312 the Atlantic coasts of Portugal were examined for content of MPs (Neves et al., 2015a). 

313 These were found in 17 species (about 20 % of the total). Of all the fish that ingested MPs, 

314 63.5% was benthic and 36.5% pelagic species. Fibers dominated over irregular fragments, 

315 with pelagic fish ingesting more particles and benthic fish ingesting more fibers, as related 

316 to the presence of high quantities of fibers on the seabed, as reported by Woodall et al. 

317 (2014). Fish with the highest number of MPs were from the mouth of the Tagus River, in 

318 relation to the presence of higher concentrations of bottom marine litter at this location 

319 (Neves et al., 2015b), and/or to riverine inputs from the densely populated metropolitan area 
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320 of Lisbon. The mackerel Scomber japonicus showed the highest average MP ingestion, 

321 suggesting its potential as indicator species to monitor and investigate trends of ingested 

322 litter in marine regions regulated by the Marine Strategy Framework Directive (EU, 2008). 

323 Beside digestive tracts, the liver was investigated for the occurrence of MPs in 

324 commercial zooplanktivorous fish collected in the Mediterranean Sea (Gulf of Lions, 

325 France), specifically the European anchovy (Engraulis encrasicolus), the European pilchard 

326 (Sardina pilchardus), and the Atlantic herring (Clupea harengus) (Collard et al., 2017). The 

327 results revealed that MPs, mainly PE, were translocated into the livers of the three clupeids. 

328 In anchovy, 80% of livers contained relatively large MPs (124 - 438 µm), showing a high 

329 level of contamination. Two translocation pathways were proposed: (i) large particles found 

330 in the liver resulted from the agglomeration of smaller pieces; (ii) particle translocation 

331 through the intestinal barrier (Collard et al., 2017). Abbasi et al. (2018) investigated MP 

332 occurrence in gastrointestinal tracts, skin, muscle, gills and liver of commercially-relevant 

333 demersal and pelagic fish (Cynoglossus abbreviates, Platycephalus indicus, Saurida tumbil, 

334 Sillago sihama) in the Musa estuary and at a site in the Persian Gulf. MPs occurrence was 

335 widespread in all analysed tissues, although MPs of generally larger size were found in the 

336 gills and gastrointestinal tracts than in other organs. The means of entry of MPs into tissues 

337 not involved in digestion was not clarified, but it was suggested be related to both 

338 translocation and adherence.

339 Studies on wild fish populations like those described above drove provided relevant 

340 information about route of exposure, tissue distribution, and residual body burden under 

341 natural exposure scenarios, where, however, confounding factors mostly related to the 

342 methodological issues on sample extraction and handling procedures for MP evaluations 

343 may occur. Laboratory experiments with model fish species and fluorescently labelled MPs 

344 allowed the identification of specific routes and factors promoting MP translocation to 
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345 selected organs as well as those organs/tissues potentially more impacted by MP 

346 accumulation (Fig 1). For example, tissue distribution of MPs in zebrafish was reported to 

347 be size-dependent. By monitoring tissue accumulation of PS MPs following a 7-days 

348 exposure to 5 μm and 20 μm MPs, Lu et al. (2016) showed that 5 μm MPs accumulated in 

349 fish gills, gut, and liver, while 20 μm MPs accumulated only in fish gills and gut. The Authors 

350 addressed the possibility for smaller MPs to be transferred to the liver through the circulatory 

351 system. Indeed, Kashiwada (2006) showed that medaka fish (Oryzias latipes) accumulated 

352 39.4 nm PS NPs (10 mg/L waterborne exposure concentration) mainly in the gills and 

353 intestine, and they were further detected in the brain, testis, liver, and blood; concentrations 

354 in blood were up to 16.5 ng/mg protein. These results let argue for the first time that NPs 

355 are capable of reaching the brain. Brain accumulation of NPs was further observed in the 

356 crucian carp (Carassius carassius) fed with PS NPs through a food chain composed by an 

357 algae (Scenedesmus sp.), a crustacean (Daphnia magna) and the carp fish itself (Mattsson 

358 et al., 2017), and in the red tilapia (Oreochromis niloticus) exposed to waterborne 0.1 µm 

359 PS NPs (Ding et al., 2018). In both species, neurotoxicity was shown, and in the crucian 

360 carp brain tissue structural damages and behavioral disorders were also observed.

361 A first evidence on maternal transfer of NPs in fish is provided by a laboratory study 

362 with zebrafish, in which adult females and males (F0 generation) were subjected to dietary 

363 exposure to fluorescently labelled PS NP (51 nm) for 7 days and bred to produce the F1 

364 generation (Pitt et al., 2018b). Four F1 groups were generated: control (unexposed females 

365 and males), maternal (exposed females), paternal (exposed males), and co-parental 

366 (exposed males and females). PS NPs were found in the yolk sac, gastrointestinal tract, 

367 liver, and pancreas of the maternally and co-parentally exposed F1 embryos/larvae. These 

368 data suggested that PS NPs are maternally transferred to the offspring via accumulation in 

369 the eggs of exposed females, probably due to NP interaction with plasma proteins of 
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370 oocytes, which facilitate their transport trough gametes. It was also noted that survival and 

371 incidence of deformities were not significantly different across groups, although the 

372 maternally- and co-parentally exposed larvae exhibited bradycardia, in agreement with what 

373 observed in a previous waterborne exposure study (Pitt et al., 2018a). 

374 Larval stages of small fish such as medaka and zebrafish have attracted much 

375 interest as models for studies on tissue distribution of (fluorescently labelled) NPs because 

376 they have transparent bodies, rapid embryo development and organogenesis. Kashiwada 

377 (2006) showed that PS NPs in the size range from 39.4 nm to 42 µm in diameter were 

378 adsorbed to the chorion in eggs of medaka fish, with 474 nm particles showing the highest 

379 bioavailability to eggs. Particles in the size of 39.4 nm moved into the yolk and gallbladder 

380 during embryonic development. Veneman et al. (2017) showed limited PS MP spreading 

381 within the embryos of zebrafish after injection during the blastula stage, while MP injection 

382 in the yolk of 2-day old embryos resulted in redistribution of particles throughout the 

383 bloodstream, and accumulation in the heart region. van Pomeren et al. (2017) investigated 

384 how different uptake routes (chorion and dermal exposure, dermal exposure only, oral and 

385 dermal exposure) affected biodistribution of PS NPs and MPs (25, 50, 250 and 700 nm) in 

386 zebrafish embryos. Particle uptake within the body was observed only following oral 

387 exposure, whereas the dermal route resulted in adsorption to the epidermis and gills only. 

388 Following ingestion, the particles spread through the body and eventually accumulated in 

389 specific organs and tissues such as the eyes. Particles larger than 50 nm were 

390 predominantly adsorbed onto the intestinal tract and outer epidermis. Embryos exposed to 

391 particles via both epidermis and intestine showed highest uptake and MP accumulation in 

392 the eye, whereas marginal uptake uptake of particles via the chorion and epidermis was 

393 observed. 

394
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395 3 Physiological impacts of microplastic in aquatic organisms 

396 There is relatively little consensus regarding the biological impacts of MP pollution. 

397 Indeed, while it is clear that large plastic particles (i.e., meso and macroplastics) can cause 

398 readily visible effects at the organism level, such as suffocation, entangling, or intestinal 

399 blockage (Gregory, 2009), the direct and indirect physiological effects of micro- and nano- 

400 plastic particles on aquatic animals remain elusive. Fig 2 reports a conceptual scheme 

401 resuming known biological effects of MPs in aquatic species. By following this scheme, we 

402 will revise the current literature reporting molecular, cellular effects of MP ingestion that may 

403 aid in explaining outcomes observed at the systemic level and up to apical biological 

404 endpoints. 

405

406 3.1 Molecular and cellular effects 

407 Some of the most recent hints on the molecular and cellular mechanisms triggered by 

408 MP exposure are outlined in Fig 2. To this regard, biomarker and transcriptional approaches, 

409 both “omic” techniques or quantitative real time PCR targeted analyses, are setting the stage 

410 of investigations on sub lethal effects of MPs/NPs on aquatic organisms, revealing main 

411 pathways of interaction on immune-related responses, stress responses (including 

412 antioxidants), cell signaling, and cell energy homeostasis (Fig 2). 

413 The study from Sussarellu et al. (2016) is amongst the first to infer whole transcriptomic 

414 effects of MP exposure in an aquatic organism. Pacific oysters (Crassostrea gigas) were 

415 exposed to virgin polystyrene MPs (2 and 6 μm; 0.023 mg/L) for 2 months during a 

416 reproductive cycle. Transcriptomic profiling suggested a significant shift of energy allocation 

417 toward organism maintenance and structural growth at the expense of reproduction. Indeed, 
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418 when allowed to spawn, MP-exposed oysters had significant decreases in oocyte number 

419 and diameter, and sperm velocity. The D-larval yield and larval development of offspring 

420 derived from MP-exposed parents decreased by 41% and 18%, respectively, compared with 

421 control offspring. Imbalance of energy reserves was also reported by Bour et al. (2018b). A 

422 4-week MP exposure experiment (PE MPs, three size classes: 4-6, 20-25, and 125-500 µm, 

423 three concentrations: 1, 10, and 25 mg/kg of sediment) with the sediment-dwelling bivalve 

424 Ennucula tenuis showed concentration dependent decreases in lipid content and imbalance 

425 of total energy reserves. 

426 Using the scleractinian coral Pocillopora damicornis as a model, Tang et al. (2018) 

427 reported significant activation of antioxidant enzymes, significant decrease in the detoxifying 

428 enzyme glutathione S-transferase and the immune enzyme alkaline phosphatase upon coral 

429 acute exposure to 1 µm PS MPs (50 mg/L, 6 h to 24 h exposure). Supporting these findings, 

430 RNA sequencing analyses revealed up-regulation of coral transcripts mostly related to 

431 stress response and JNK signaling pathway, while significantly down-regulated transcripts 

432 were involved in sterol transport and EGF-ERK1/2 signal pathway. These results suggest 

433 that acute MP exposure can activate coral stress response while repressing detoxification 

434 and immune system likely through the JNK and ERK signaling pathways. Activation of 

435 antioxidant responses mediated by the MAPK/JNK pathway was also observed in the 

436 monogonont rotifer Brachionus koreanus and in the marine copepod Paracyclopina nana 

437 exposed to 0.05, 0.5 or 6 µm size polystyrene MPs (Jeong et al., 2017, 2016). Freshwater 

438 zebra mussels Dreissena polymorpha exposed to PS MPs (1 and 10 µm, 6-day exposure) 

439 showed significant modulation of catalase and glutathione peroxidase activities along with 

440 increased concentrations of the neurotransmitter dopamine in circulating fluids (Magni et al., 

441 2018). The Authors postulated an implication of dopamine in mediating the elimination 

442 processes of accumulated MPs by increasing cilia movement in the gut epithelium and gills, 
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443 in a manner similar to elimination of pseudo-feces, thus MPs being recognized as non-food 

444 material. Induction of immune-related gene products was observed in embryos of zebrafish 

445 injected with 700 nm PS MPs (5 mg/mL) (Veneman et al., 2017). Notably, RNA sequencing 

446 showed enrichment of the complement system, as indicated by up-regulation of transcripts 

447 in the alternative complement pathway, which is activated by animal interacting with 

448 pathogens not bearing antibodies. Interestingly, up-regulation of immune-related transcripts 

449 was observed in early embryo stages of mussels (M. galloprovincialis) exposed to 3 µm PS 

450 MPs (Capolupo et al., 2018). The uptake activity displayed by embryos towards MPs may 

451 have stimulated the immune apparatus, whose functions in bivalve early life stages is 

452 intrinsically interconnected with digestive functions. Combined analysis of cellular and 

453 molecular biomarkers demonstrated that up-regulation of lysosome and immune-related 

454 effectors are primary responses to either virgin or contaminated PS MPs in adults of M. 

455 galloprovincialis (Avio et al., 2015a; Gaspar et al., 2018; Paul-Pont et al., 2016; Von Moos 

456 et al., 2012). Von Moos et al. (2012) showed significant reduction in lysosomal membrane 

457 stability paralleled by increase of granulocytoma formation in digestive glands of mussels 

458 exposed in vivo to high-density polyethylene (HDPE) MPs (up to 80 μm size). The results 

459 suggested a clear sequence of responses: particle ingestion (within 3 h of exposure) is 

460 followed by granulocytoma formation (after 6 h) at the tissue level, and finally by lysosomal 

461 destabilization at the cellular and subcellular level. Nevertheless, Gaspar et al. (2018) found 

462 no significant alterations of lysosomal membrane stability in digestive cells of the Eastern 

463 oyster (Crassostrea virginica) after both a 4-h in vitro and a 48-h in vivo exposure to 50 nm 

464 and 3 µm PS MPs. RNA sequencing showed the enrichment of the NOD-like receptor 

465 signaling pathway in mussels exposed to MPs (Avio et al., 2015a). NOD-like receptors act 

466 as intracellular sensors to recognize both pathogenic patterns entering the cell via 

467 phagocytosis, and damage-related molecules produced during cellular stress. They operate 

468 by activating the non-infectious inflammatory response (Avio et al., 2015a). Furthermore, 
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469 virgin PS MPs up-regulated various components of the innate immune system, such as 

470 putative peptidoglycan recognition proteins. Molecular analyses supported cellular 

471 biomarkers also regarding the MP-triggered modulation of antioxidant defenses, 

472 detoxification enzymes, and responses to genotoxic effects. The results from Paul-Pont et 

473 al. (2016) corroborated the hypothesis of MPs affecting immune parameters in mussels, and 

474 further related these effects to the increase in the digestive activities, as some induced 

475 immune-related proteins are known to play a dual role in bivalve immunity and digestion of 

476 microbial food particles.

477 LeMoine et al. (2018) investigated the molecular underpinnings of the response to MPs 

478 in embryos and larvae of the zebrafish exposed to PE MPs (10-45 µm; 5 and 20 mg/L) for 

479 up to 14 days. The most significant observed transcriptomic changes are related to the 

480 down-regulation of transcripts involved with the nervous system, specifically transcripts 

481 associated with neuronal functioning, neuron differentiation, and axonogenesis, as well as 

482 vision related molecules, such as opsin 6 and rhodopsin. Hints towards neurotoxic effects 

483 are reported in juveniles of European seabass (Dicentrarchus labrax) (Barboza et al., 2018). 

484 MPs caused acetylcholinesterase (AChE) inhibition, increased lipid oxidation (LPO) in brain 

485 and muscle, while changing the activities of the energy-related enzymes lactate 

486 dehydrogenase (LDH) and isocitrate dehydrogenase (IDH). Although the mechanisms 

487 allowing MPs to affect the neurophysiology of fish are not elucidated, it is worth noting that 

488 the reported effects do support previous evidences of MP neurotoxicity in different species 

489 (Chen et al., 2017; Oliveira et al., 2013). Furthermore, several metabolic transcripts were 

490 consistently down-regulated in MP treatments, in particular those of the glycolytic pathway 

491 and of purine metabolism, suggesting profound changes in cellular metabolic pathways 

492 (LeMoine et al., 2018).
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493

494 3.2 Systemic effects 

495 A recent study summarized the results form a total of 130 studies reporting 

496 ecotoxicological effects of MPs on aquatic organisms (de Sá et al., 2018). Crustaceans were 

497 the most commonly studied taxonomic group (45%), followed by fish (21%), mollusks (18%), 

498 annelid worms (7%), echinoderms (7%) and rotifers (2%). These groups occupy a number 

499 of positions in aquatic food webs, with fish generally representing intermediate/top predators 

500 that may ingest MPs either directly or feeding on preys containing MPs.

501 Most data are available in invertebrate species that, largely due to their filter- or 

502 suspension-feeding strategies, potentially take up MPs directly from the surrounding 

503 medium (water column or sediments). The susceptibility of marine invertebrates to the 

504 physical impacts of MP uptake was first reviewed by Wright et al. (2013), in the light of 

505 guiding future research on marine litter and management strategies. This work was focused 

506 on the factors contributing to the bioavailability of MPs (including size and density), the 

507 assessment of the relative susceptibility of different feeding habits, and on the factors most 

508 likely to influence the physical impacts of MPs such as accumulation and translocation, and 

509 their trophic transfer through food webs. In the last few years, the effects of MPs on feeding, 

510 growth, reproduction, and survival of freshwater and marine invertebrates have been 

511 increasingly investigated: some representative examples are reported. 

512 In the freshwater cnidarian Hydra attenuata, ingestion of MPs in the form of 

513 polyethylene flakes extracted from facewash was demonstrated, with consequent significant 

514 impact on feeding (Murphy and Quinn, 2018). The acute and chronic effects of MP polyester 

515 fibers and polyethylene (PE) beads were investigated in the crustacean Ceriodaphnia dubia. 

516 The study underlined how MP fibers pose a greater risk than beads in this species, with 

517 reduced reproductive output observed at concentrations within an order of magnitude of 

518 reported environmental levels (Ziajahromi et al., 2017). The effects of PE MPs were also 
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519 evaluated on the survival, growth and emergence of the freshwater sediment-dwelling 

520 organism Chironomus tepperi. The results indicate that environmentally relevant 

521 concentrations of MPs induce harmful effects on development and emergence; these effects 

522 were greatly dependent on particle size, with particles in the size range of 10-27 µm inducing 

523 more pronounced effects (Ziajahromi et al., 2018). Ingestion was demonstrated in the 

524 amphipod Gammarus pulex exposed to fluorescent polyethylene terephthalate fragments 

525 (PET, 10-150 µm), with body burden after 24 h depending on the dose and age, and 

526 juveniles ingesting more MPs than adults. However, chronic exposure did not significantly 

527 affect survival, development (molting), metabolism (glycogen, lipid storage) and feeding 

528 activity (Weber et al., 2018).

529 A number of studies have demonstrated that zooplankton can ingest MPs. Attention 

530 was initially focused on copepods, a globally abundant class of zooplankton that form a key 

531 trophic link between primary producers and higher trophic marine organisms. For example, 

532 ingestion of 20 μm polystyrene beads can significantly alter the feeding capacity of the 

533 pelagic copepod Calanus helgolandicus (Cole et al., 2015). Prolonged exposure to MPs 

534 significantly decreased reproductive output, but there were no significant differences in egg 

535 production rates, respiration or survival (Cole et al., 2015). In the calanoid copepod 

536 Parvocalanus crassirostris prolonged exposure to PET MPs resulted in reduced population 

537 size; however, there was no evidence of transgenerational effects on reproductive systems 

538 in relation to fertility or egg production on subsequent generations (Heindler et al., 2017).

539 In the freshwater crustacean Daphnia magna ingestion of PET textile fibers resulted 

540 in increased mortality regardless of the feeding regime (Jemec et al., 2016). On the other 

541 hand, a recent screening study on uptake and effects of four types of environmentally 

542 relevant MPs in D. magna and Artemia franciscana concluded that zooplankton crustacean 

543 can ingest various MPs but none of the exposures tested were highly acutely hazardous to 

544 the test species (Kokalj et al., 2018). Other contrasting evidence is provided in 
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545 macroinvertebrates. Watts et al. (2015) investigated the fate of polypropylene rope 

546 microfibers ingested by the crab Carcinus maenas and the consequences for the crab 

547 energy budget. In chronic feeding studies, crabs that ingested food containing microfibers 

548 (0.3−1.0% plastic by weight) showed reduced food consumption; a significant reduction in 

549 energy available for growth was observed in crabs fed with 1% plastic. Interestingly, the 

550 polypropylene microfibers were physically altered by their passage through the foregut and 

551 were excreted with a smaller overall size and length and amalgamated into distinctive balls. 

552 This study provided novel evidence of the biotransformation that MPs can undergo following 

553 ingestion and excretion by marine invertebrates. In the mud snail (Potamopyrgus 

554 antipodarum) exposure to a large range of common and environmentally relevant non-

555 buoyant polymers did not affect adult morphological and life-history parameters or juvenile 

556 development (Imhof and Laforsch, 2016).

557 Due to the ubiquitous presence of MPs in all aquatic environments, risk assessment 

558 for biota has become an urgent research priority that needs standardization. In this light, a 

559 recent study evaluated the effect thresholds for a battery of six freshwater benthic 

560 macroinvertebrates with different species traits, using a wide range of MP concentrations. 

561 Standardized 28-days single species bioassays were performed under environmentally 

562 relevant exposure conditions using polystyrene MPs (20−500 μm) mixed with sediment, at 

563 concentrations ranging from 0 to 40% sediment dry weight (Redondo-Hasselerharm et al., 

564 2018). MPs did not affect the survival of Gammarus pulex, Hyalella azteca, Asellus 

565 aquaticus, Sphaerium corneum, and Tubifex spp. and no effects were found on the 

566 reproduction of Lumbriculus variegatus. No effects on growth were found for all species 

567 except for, G. pulex, that showed a significant reduction in growth, with MP uptake 

568 proportional with exposure concentrations. These results indicate that although the risks of 

569 environmentally realistic concentrations of MPs may be low, they still may affect the 
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570 biodiversity and the functioning of aquatic communities which after all also depend on the 

571 sensitive species.

572 Moreover, MPs may affect more sensitive stages in the life cycle of different species. 

573 Recent studies focused on the impact of MPs on development of marine invertebrates. The 

574 effects of different environmental concentrations of polystyrene microbeads were 

575 investigated in the sea urchin Paracentrotus lividus and the ascidian Ciona robusta. The 

576 feeding strategies of both species proved to be extremely efficient in ingesting MPs. In the 

577 presence of microbeads, the metamorphosis of ascidian juveniles was slowed down and 

578 development of plutei was altered (Messinetti et al., 2018). Another study on larvae from 

579 holothuroids, asteroids and echinoids feeding on 6 µm beads in combination with larger 

580 inedible beads showed alterations of the feeding rate (Lizárraga et al., 2017). Despite a 

581 difference in sensitivity among species, the clearance rate was decreased at increasing 

582 particle number. This study pointed out that MPs, probably perceived as inedible particles 

583 can interfere with normal larval feeding and potentially reduce juvenile quality and 

584 performance in nature (Lizárraga et al., 2017). In the marine bivalve M. galloprovincialis 

585 exposure to 3 µm polystyrene MPs showed sub-lethal impacts on embryo-larval 

586 development. However, despite the ingestion and retention of MPs in digestive tract over 

587 192 h, MPs did not impair clearance rate and edible food intake (Capolupo et al., 2018).

588 Overall, available data in both freshwater and marine species indicate that differences 

589 in uptake and effects of MPs in aquatic invertebrates may result not only from variations in 

590 the exposure regimes (e.g., duration, particle concentrations), plastic characteristics (e.g., 

591 type, size, shape, additives), but also from the species-specific morphological, physiological 

592 and behavioral traits, as well as on the life stage investigated. In this light, the environmental 

593 physiology of different species should be considered in order to identify those traits that 

594 render them more susceptible to MP exposure.
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595 In a recent study, a meta-analysis was carried out of published literature on the impact 

596 of MPs on consumption (and feeding), growth, reproduction, and survival of fish and aquatic 

597 invertebrates (Foley et al., 2018). Although negative effects were observed for all four 

598 categories of responses within different groups, many were neutral, indicating that the 

599 effects of exposure to MPs are highly variable across taxa. In particular, for some taxa, 

600 negative impacts on growth, reproduction and even survival were recorded; however, the 

601 most consistent effect was a reduction in consumption of natural prey in the presence of 

602 MPs. In particular, this study underlined how those organisms that serve as prey to larger 

603 predators, e.g., zooplankton, may be particularly susceptible to the negative impacts of 

604 exposure to MP pollution, with potential for ramifications throughout the food web. 

605 In this light, it has been hypothesized that MPs may pose a higher risk to larval fish 

606 than other aquatic organisms since many of these plastic particles are neutrally buoyant and 

607 similar in size to common prey items, such as zooplankton. Larval fish may confuse MPs for 

608 prey and may even target the more colorful, and easily captured plastics. However, a study 

609 carried out on larvae from the European sea bass (Dicentrarchus labrax) fed with different 

610 concentrations of fluorescent polyethylene microbeads of different sizes demonstrated that, 

611 although MPs were detected in the gastrointestinal tract of all fish, an efficient elimination 

612 from the gut was observed after 48 h depuration. Larval growth and inflammatory response 

613 were not affected, indicating that ingestion of PE microbeads had limited impact on sea bass 

614 larvae possibly due to their high potential of egestion (Mazurais et al., 2015). Similarly, when 

615 the effects of MPs were evaluated on consumption and growth of the model larval fish, 

616 fathead minnow (Pimephales promelas), no measurable negative impacts were 

617 demonstrated. However, the Authors underlined how fish responses to MPs appear to be 

618 highly variable and care should be taken to extend the findings of individual studies to other 

619 fish species and MPs characteristics (Malinich et al., 2018). 
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620 Finally, recent data indicate that ingestion of MPs can induce behavioral changes in fish. 

621 In the jacopever fish (Sebastes schlegelii), 14 days exposure to 15 µm PS beads decreased 

622 foraging time, and gather exposed fish together (Yin et al., 2018). Similar results were 

623 obtained for the Amazonian freshwater cichlid Symphysodon aequifasciatus where a 30-

624 days exposure to polyethylene microspheres (70 - 88 µm) decreased post exposure 

625 predatory performance (Wen et al., 2018a). Several hypotheses have been proposed to 

626 explain this switch of behavior. MPs can disturb the digestion process, cause respiratory 

627 stress or disrupt of normal functioning of the nervous system, thus indirectly to an indirect 

628 impact on fish general behavior. These observations draw the attention on further 

629 implications of MP ingestion that could affect the fitness of fish populations in the natural 

630 environment. 

631

632 4 The emerging threats of plastic leachates 

633 4.1 Plastic additives and leaching propensity

634 Plastic products are made from the essential polymer mixed with a complex blend of 

635 materials including residual monomers, oligomers, low molecular-weight fragments, catalyst 

636 remnants, polymerization solvents, and a wide range of further additives (Hermabessiere et 

637 al., 2017). These compounds are deliberately added to help the production process and give 

638 the final product properties to be more usable in specific situations or commercially more 

639 desirable. With a few exceptions, additives are not chemically bound to the plastic polymers, 

640 resulting in the possibility of migrating within the material and reaching the surface, where 

641 they can leach out to the environment (Hermabessiere et al., 2017; OECD, 2009).

642 About 6,000 additives of different classes are used in plastic production. Among them, 

643 light stabilisers are added to inhibit the reactions in plastics that would cause chemical 

644 degradation after exposure to UV light. Pigments create a particular colour that render the 
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645 material more desirable. Plasticisers (e.g. phthalates, epoxies, polyesters, etc.) are added 

646 to make plastics softer and more flexible. Antioxidants (e.g. phenols, arylamines, etc.) are 

647 utilized to minimize the deterioration caused by heat, light or chemicals that would favour 

648 oxygen combination with hydrocarbons. Flame retardants (e.g. halogens and bromine 

649 compounds) are added to prevent ignition or spread of flame in plastic material used in 

650 electrical and transport applications which have to meet fire safety standards (Thompson et 

651 al., 2009).

652 Bisphenol A (BPA) is used in a number of applications, including epoxy-resin based 

653 paints, medical devices, dental sealants, surface coatings, thermal paper commonly used 

654 cash receipts (Kang et al., 2003) to make plastics clear and tough. Several studies 

655 demonstrated detectable levels in packaged food or beverages (López-Cervantes and 

656 Paseiro-Losada, 2003; Vandermeersch et al., 2015). A great amount of studies indicates 

657 BPA as an endocrine disruptor (Oehlmann et al., 2009; Rochester, 2013); as such, it has 

658 recently been banned from polycarbonate plastics used in baby bottle manufacturing (Brede 

659 et al., 2003). Although it is still allowed in the European Union for use in food containers, a 

660 temporary Tolerable Daily Intake (t-TDI) of 4 μg/kg bw for BPA has been recently established 

661 (EFSA, 2015).

662 Phthalic acid esters or phthalates, are a group of chemicals widely used as additive 

663 in industrial applications. High-molecular weight phthalates, including di(2-ethylhexyl) 

664 phthalate (DEHP) and dibutyl phthalate (DBP), are used as plasticizers in the manufacture 

665 of flexible vinyl plastics. The detected concentrations of DEHP and DBP in drinking waters 

666 and surface waters are generally below 1 and 10 µg/L respectively (Liu et al., 2017). 

667 Nevertheless, phthalates show many effects as endocrine disruptors in animals as in 

668 humans, even at low concentrations and not entirely through estrogen-mediated pathways 

669 (Golshan et al., 2015; Mu et al., 2018; Oehlmann et al., 2009). DEHP reduced sperm 

670 production, motility and velocity in the goldfish (Carassius auratus) after 15-30 days of 
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671 exposure at 10-100 μg/L (Golshan et al., 2015). Levels of the StAR mRNA, which encodes 

672 a regulator of cholesterol transfer to steroidogenesis, and levels of the luteinizing hormone 

673 were decreased in DEHP and 17β-estradiol (5 μg/L) treated goldfish. However, DEHP did 

674 not alter vitellogenin production and transcription of genes mediating estrogenic effects. The 

675 Authors concluded that DEHP interferes with testis and pituitary hormonal functions in fish 

676 without exhibiting estrogenic activity.

677 Mu et al. (2018) reported a variety of effects induced by DEHP and dibutyl phthalate 

678 (DBP) in zebrafish embryos, including decreased body length, yolk sac abnormities, 

679 alteration of immune response, estrogenic effects, and reduced lipid levels. In particular, 

680 transcriptomic, proteomic, and lipidomic approaches indicated that the effective 

681 concentration of phthalates required to trigger the immune response, alter lipid homeostasis 

682 and yolk sac development was lower than that required to induce estrogenic effects 

683 indicating that other pathways may be more sensitive to phthalates than those estrogen-

684 mediated. Indeed, the DBP-induced morphological alterations were not abolished in the 

685 presence of estrogen receptor inhibitors suggesting alternative pathways for phthalate 

686 harmfulness, e.g. disruption of lipid levels is a possible pathway mediating the phthalates-

687 induced immune response (Mu et al., 2018).

688 A variety of products, including textiles, thermoplastics used in electronic devices and 

689 products containing polyurethane foam are added with flame-retardant chemicals to ensure 

690 insulation, exclude oxygen, and reduce possible combustion. Flame retardants like 

691 polybrominated diphenyl ether (PBDEs) may represent up to 30% by weight of the plastic 

692 materials (Hermabessiere et al., 2017). Brominated Flame Retardants (BFRs) have been 

693 identified in many environmental compartments and also in animals (Guo et al., 2017; Sutton 

694 et al., 2019). Differently from compounds of the same class, tetrabromobisphenol-A 

695 (TBBPA) is chemically bound to the polymer matrix, so that it has no potential to leach 

696 (Morris et al., 2004). No legislation is applied in the European Union to this compound 
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697 (Vandermeersch et al., 2015). Instead, members of the brominated diphenyl ethers (BDE) 

698 class, e.g. penta- and octa-BDEs have been banned by the European Union since 2004 

699 (EU, 2003). Since 2009, also deca-BDE was banned from electronic and electrical devices 

700 (European Council Decision, 2009). 

701 Owing to such a variety of plastic additives and their use in high percentage for the 

702 production of plastic products, their occurrence in surface and marine waters is not 

703 surprising. Additives are found in water and sediments coming from wastewater treatment 

704 plan effluents or atmospheric deposition, in rivers and then in coastal environments, and a 

705 large proportion continue to be leached by the plastic debris when released in the 

706 environment (Al-Odaini et al., 2015). Mato et al. (2001) assessed nonylphenols in PP pellets 

707 collected in the Tokyo Bay. High concentrations of PBDEs, BPA and nonylphenols were 

708 found in PE and PP fragments collected along beaches and in open sea areas worldwide 

709 (Hirai et al., 2011). BPA, PBDEs and 4-nonylphenol were detected in plastic samples found 

710 in the Atlantic Ocean (Rochman et al., 2014). BFRs different from TPPBA are not chemically 

711 bound to the plastic polymer, and do leach into the surrounding matrix (Engler, 2012; Meeker 

712 et al., 2009). PVC, that can contain 10-60% phthalates by weight, is reported to release 

713 phthalates into the environment during manufacturing, use, and disposal (Erythropel et al., 

714 2014; Net et al., 2015). 

715

716 4.2 Biological impacts of plastic leachates 

717 Following the evidence on the enormous distribution of plastics in the environment, a 

718 great body of studies has recently been addressed to the ingestion, trophic transfer and 

719 toxicity of MPs as small physical entities (Wright et al., 2013). More recently increasing 

720 attention has been addressed to waterborne contaminants that MPs may sorb, acting as 

721 vectors transferring them to aquatic organisms (Carbery et al., 2018). Instead, the exposure 

722 to additives released in water or leaching after ingestion has profoundly been 
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723 underestimated despite the well-known harmfulness of phenols, phthalates, brominated 

724 compounds, etc., which are reported to have adverse effects on the endocrine system of 

725 invertebrates and vertebrates, including humans (Canesi and Fabbri, 2015; Correia et al., 

726 2007; Mariana et al., 2016; Sohoni et al., 2001). Chemicals affecting the endocrine system, 

727 addressed to as endocrine disruptors (EDCs), act by interacting with specific molecular 

728 targets (e.g. hormone receptors, transport proteins, enzymes, etc.) and may produce effects 

729 at very low doses. Moreover, depending on the temporal window of the exposure, they may 

730 cause long term adverse effects on individuals or their progeny (Alonso-Magdalena et al., 

731 2015). It is also worth noting that EDCs behave differently from most toxicants in that they 

732 do not always follow the classic pharmacological dose-response curve showing higher 

733 effects at lower concentrations (Vandenberg et al., 2012). These features make 

734 investigations on this concern very difficult to perform, and have delayed the definition of 

735 regulatory policies. 

736 A further challenge is to distinguish between contaminants that are sorbed onto the 

737 plastics from the surrounding environmental compartments and then desorbed (mainly 

738 PAHs and PCBs but also pharmaceuticals and personal care products, pesticides, metals) 

739 (León et al., 2018) from those that have been added during the industrial process 

740 (phthalates, phenols, flame retardants, colorants, antioxidants, etc) (Hermabessiere et al., 

741 2017). On one side, for most of the plastic products the composition is not fully declared by 

742 the manufacturers, so that there is a general absence of knowledge on the potential 

743 exposure to additives in the environment or through the diet. On the other side, additives 

744 not only leach from the plastic particles, but they may also be absorbed from the water 

745 together with other contaminants and then desorbed (León et al., 2018). Thus, the real 

746 biological impact of additives deliberatively included during the plastic production is currently 

747 not estimated, although additives constitute a very high percentage of the plastic materials 

748 and pose a potentially higher exposure risk (Hermabessiere et al., 2017). 
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749 Since MP are also readily ingested by living organisms and transferred along the 

750 trophic chain, additives may represent an internal source of contaminants released upon 

751 intake as observed in marine birds (Tanaka et al., 2015). A great body of evidence show the 

752 occurrence of plastic additives in body fluids from invertebrates to vertebrates (Poma et al., 

753 2014; Wang and Zhang, 2013). Many studies in vitro and in vivo on laboratory models 

754 showed harmful effects of the above classes of compounds and their metabolites (Lithner 

755 et al., 2012), including the interaction with different physiological/endocrine pathways 

756 (Canesi et al., 2005; Canesi and Fabbri, 2015). 

757 Very few studies combined toxicity studies with tests on plastic additive leachates, 

758 thus far. The potential leaching of additives from a plastic material is due to many factors, 

759 including permeability of the polymer matrix, size of gaps between polymer molecules (the 

760 larger favouring the migration); size, solubility and volatility of the additive, pH, temperature, 

761 and the chemical/physical properties of the surrounding medium; the phenomenon also 

762 increases with time, and is related to degradation (Kwan and Takada, 2016). The 

763 investigation carried out by Lithner et al. (2012) demonstrated that plastics causing acute 

764 toxicity (immobilization) to Daphnia magna do leach additives to the surrounding water, at 

765 pH 7 and within a short-term exposure (24-72 h). The same Authors observed that D. magna 

766 immobilization after exposure to leachates was mainly due to hydrophobic compounds, and 

767 not to metals. This work also corroborated previous results from the same group (Lithner et 

768 al., 2009) indicating that leaches from PVC were the most toxic. However, no direct analysis 

769 of the leachate mixture was carried out, thus no information was given on specific additives; 

770 at the same time, only acute effects were investigated.

771 Bejgarn et al. (2015), compared the acute toxicity of leachates from plastic after 

772 different periods of simulated weathering by assessing the lethality of leachate on the marine 

773 copepod Nitocra spinipes. Twenty-one commercially distributed plastic items were used, 

774 including DVD cases, phone covers, liquid soap bottles, toothbrush covers, soda bottles. 
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775 Plastics were leached and exposed to artificial sunlight from 0 to 192 hours. Leachates from 

776 the majority of plastics did not induce any acute toxicity on N. spinipes, although changes 

777 of pH and smell of the water indicated that new compounds were present in most of the 

778 leachates from irradiated objects. Eight out of the twenty-one objects released leachates 

779 with lethal effects on the copepods. The irradiation time seemed important to determine the 

780 toxicity of the leachate solution, although unclear relationship was established. Weathering 

781 of PVC packaging materials increased the toxicity of leachates, while leachates from PVC 

782 cables did not show acute effects. Although this study applied a wide chemical screening 

783 approach, it did not assess single chemical composition of the leachate mixture, so a cause-

784 effect between specific additives and the observed acute toxicity could not be established. 

785 Larvae of the barnacle Amphibalanus amphitrite were exposed to leachate from 

786 seven categories of recyclable commercial plastics (Li et al., 2016). Leachates significantly 

787 increased mortality of barnacle nauplii, and the toxicity was variable and material-

788 dependent. The degree of hydrophobicity was positively correlated with mortality, and PVC 

789 was found to be the most toxic material in agreement with previous reports (Lithner et al., 

790 2012, 2009). All plastic leachates significantly inhibited the barnacle settlement 

791 independently of concentrations. Leachate chromatograms showed several peaks due to 

792 different complex mixtures of chemicals included in the plastic classes analysed (high 

793 density polyethylene, low-density polyethylene, polypropylene, polyvinyl chloride, 

794 polyesters, polycarbonate, polyethylene terephthalate, polystyrene). In particular, analysis 

795 under the ESI+ procedure resulted in a minimum of 113 up to a maximum out of 165 peaks 

796 corresponding to the different classes of compounds. Analysis under the ESI- procedure 

797 resulted in 5 to 7 peaks. After analysis of the leachates for specific ESI+ compounds, only 

798 N,Ndiethyl- meta-toluamide (DEET) was returned with a confident spectral match score 

799 (>80%). The Authors concluded that while the leachates were rich in ESI amenable organic 
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800 substances, those detected are not amongst the commonly monitored organic chemicals (Li 

801 et al., 2016). 

802 Leaching experiments with food matrices (e.g. broth, coffee, etc.) widely consumed 

803 in expanded polystyrene (EPS) packaging at high temperatures were performed, and 

804 leachates used to run toxicity trials on Ceriodaphnia dubia assessed for mortality and 

805 reproduction (Thaysen et al., 2018). Some target compounds were expected to be released 

806 by EPS but only ethylbenzene (from 1.3 to 3.4 μg/L) was found above the instrumental limit 

807 of detection. Leachates affected both endpoints in C. dubia, but toxicity was not related with 

808 the concentration of ethylbenzene, suggesting that other substances were released from 

809 EPS products that were not targeted by the chemical analysis. Indeed, chemicals which 

810 were at concentrations below the limit of detection could have produced a cumulative 

811 significant effect. Once more, the toxicity of plastic leachate was due to mixtures, mainly of 

812 unknown composition. 

813 The toxicity of leachates to embryo development of brown mussels (Perna perna) 

814 was estimated from PP pellets collected in beaches and virgin available commercially 

815 (Gandara e Silva et al., 2016). Leachates from the latter pellets affected the development of 

816 P. perna embryos to a different extent, depending on the procedure utilized to obtain them. 

817 The toxicity of leachates from beached pellets completely inhibited the development of 

818 embryos, with 100% dead and/or abnormal embryos in all samples. The different effects of 

819 the leachates from beached and virgin PP pellets was related to the mixture of compounds 

820 released: the toxicity of leachate from virgin pellets was likely due to plastic additives only, 

821 since the pellets had not been exposed to potential contaminants in situ. 

822 Overall the data obtained in invertebrate species, including N. spinipes (Bejgarn et 

823 al., 2015), A. amphitrite (Li et al., 2016), D. magna (Lithner et al., 2012, 2009), Lytechinus 

824 variegatus (Nobre et al., 2015) and P. perna (Gandara e Silva et al., 2016) indicate that 

825 leachates from PVC are the most toxic, while leachates from PE and PP are less toxic or 
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826 not toxic for certain species. Moreover, leachates from virgin plastics are less toxic than 

827 those from plastics collected from the environment. 

828 Since features of the most common additives and their harmfulness are known, a 

829 better understanding the extent of their capabilities of leaching and the conditions which 

830 favour it is needed. A chemical fingerprint of additives leaching from plastics would also be 

831 of interest, although the investigations demonstrate that each manufacturer uses different 

832 molecules for producing plastic objects, hence designing a common scheme is impossible. 

833 Nevertheless, specific studies on the real potential of additives released by plastics to impair 

834 physiological pathways are strongly advisable.

835 A more targeted approach, in line with the subtle and specific effects of EDCs, has 

836 very recently been carried out by Coffin et al. (2018), who explored the extent to which 

837 weathering processes due to saltwater and UV radiation as well as absorption of 

838 hydrophobic organic contaminants from the water influence the leaching of agonists for 

839 estrogen (ER) and aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR) into the aquatic medium. In vitro 

840 experiments were performed with cell lines (immortalized CYP1A1-bla-LS180 and 

841 VM7Luc4E2) or larvae of the Japanese medaka challenged with leachates of virgin and 

842 irradiated virgin plastics, and with leachates from North Pacific gyre recovered plastics. 

843 Analytical chemistry showed that leachates from the plastic materials were rather different, 

844 and values for leachates of North Pacific gyre recovered plastic were significantly higher 

845 than irradiated virgin plastic leachate, suggesting that long-term weathering may increase 

846 the ability of estrogenic plasticizers or other adsorbed compounds to release into water. The 

847 biological effects were also rather different. In vitro estradiol-equivalent values for whole 

848 extracts from virgin plastics, UV irradiated virgin plastics and North Pacific gyre recovered 

849 plastics were about 4, 8, and 14 ng/L, respectively. A significant 10-fold vitellogenin induction 

850 was observed in medaka larvae exposed to leachates from both North Pacific gyre 

851 recovered and UV-irradiated virgin plastics. In vitro AhR activity was the highest in North 
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852 Pacific gyre recovered plastic than in virgin plastic and UV irradiated virgin plastics (toxic 

853 equivalency equal to about 1, 0.4 and 0.7 ng/L, respectively. Significant CYP1A mRNA up-

854 regulation (about 18-fold changes) was observed only in larvae of medaka exposed to 

855 leachates from North Pacific gyre recovered plastics. It is worth noting that levels of BPA 

856 found in the North Pacific gyre recovered and irradiated virgin plastic leachates (0.7 – 2.6 μ

857 g/L and 0.5 – 1.1 μ g/L, respectively) are within the range reported to induce significant 

858 adverse effects reproductive system of adult fish (Correia et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2017; 

859 Sohoni et al., 2001). Across all plastic leachates, the chemically-based estrogen equivalent 

860 concentrations, referred to BPA, OP, NP and several phthalates, appeared under-estimated 

861 in comparison with the in vitro effects, suggesting the presence of additional compounds 

862 which were not targeted or below analytical detection limits. In summary, after 30 days of 

863 exposure at UV radiation, leachates from virgin plastic had limited in vitro and in vivo 

864 biological activities on ER and AhR. Following irradiation, plastic leachates stimulated AhR 

865 activity, which was mostly related to desorbed PCBs. Moreover, in vitro and in vivo 

866 estrogenic effects were significantly higher relative to control, and consistent with leaching 

867 of BPA and 4-tert-octylphenol. The AhR- and ER- dependent effects of plastic leachates 

868 increased significantly with longer exposure in the environment as observed incubating 

869 North Pacific gyre recovered plastic. Although Coffin et al. (2018) suggested that data should 

870 be interpreted as a worst-case scenario, the potential for plastics to leach estrogenic additive 

871 and be vector of AhR-active pollutants at concentrations causing biological effects clearly 

872 emerged.

873 Overall, we observe that the high number of different molecules that leach out from 

874 plastic materials are often at concentrations lower than analytic detection limits. This 

875 reduces the possibility to relate the leachate toxicity to a specific pattern of additives. 

876 However, the very low concentrations of chemicals do not exclude a cumulative toxicity, 

877 which in fact is demonstrated by the toxicity of most leachates tested so far. However, it has 
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878 to be stressed that exposure to sub-nanomolar concentrations of phenols and phthalates 

879 causes significant effects on aquatic fauna (Balbi et al., 2016; Canesi and Fabbri, 2015) as 

880 well as on human cells (Ejaredar et al., 2015; Heindel et al., 2015). Thus, the release of 

881 additives, although below the detection limits, has to be considered when investigating the 

882 potential biological effects of MPs that could be the sum of mechanical and chemical effects. 

883 Also, part of the variability encountered when testing plastic toxicity may derive from the 

884 unknown amounts of additives released in the different experimental conditions. 

885 Overall, the paucity of data regarding composition of leached substances currently limits 

886 comprehensive risk assessment of the environmental impacts of plastic debris in the aquatic 

887 environment. The toxicity associated with leachates must be addressed to as a mixture 

888 effect that would elude conventional single chemical toxicity assessments. Finally, additive 

889 leachates should not be disregarded on the basis of their low concentrations, since most of 

890 these compounds do act on animal physiology at sub-nanomolar doses, producing adverse 

891 effects in the long term. 

892

893 5 Pathogenic bacteria: hitchhikers of microplastics?

894 From the early 2000’s, the attention was already turned to the potential of marine 

895 plastic debris, that can travel slowly and passively, to promote survival of the associated 

896 biota and to transport organisms towards new environments, favoring the invasion by alien 

897 species (Barnes, 2002). Zettler et al. (2013) was the first to call ‘Plastisphere’ the 

898 environment and community associated to floating plastic debris in the sea. In addition to 

899 the meiofauna, the heterogeneity and high surface volume ratio of MPs and filaments offer 

900 attractive shelter and can create new ecological niches for bacterial communities (De Tender 

901 et al., 2015; Keswani et al., 2016). 
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902 Bacterial communities associated with plastic debris are mainly composed by 

903 keystone species in biofilm formation, other species degrading MPs and some hitchhikers 

904 potentially pathogen (De Tender et al., 2015; Debroas et al., 2017). Main bacterial colonies 

905 on MP seem to be generally attracted by MP as a support rather than by the type of polymer 

906 component of the plastic itself (Oberbeckmann et al., 2016). Biofilms are highly 

907 heterogeneous environments and offer several ecological advantages for multitudes of 

908 associated bacteria. Biofilm can accumulate nutrients, offers a protective barrier and 

909 associated bacteria can organize the degradation of complex substrates (Kirstein et al., 

910 2016). All these features may promote the establishment and growth of diverse types of 

911 bacterial communities, including potential pathogens. Recently, a relationship between coral 

912 reef disease and plastics debris was reported. A study on coral reefs in the Asia-Pacific 

913 region concluded an increase likelihood of disease in coral reef when corals are in contact 

914 with plastic (Lamb et al., 2018). 

915 MP associated bacterial communities appear to be different from geographical zones, 

916 partially due to abiotic factors (e.g. temperature or salinity) or in reason of different bacterial 

917 composition of the surrounding water (Debroas et al., 2017; Jiang et al., 2018; Kirstein et 

918 al., 2016). Moreover, greater bacterial richness was encountered in lower latitudes (Amaral-

919 Zettler et al., 2015). Since the amount of Plastics debris may continuously increase, it is 

920 expected that the transport and colonization of species towards new environments will 

921 increase in a near future.

922 Due to their long life and low density, MPs can be dispersed by wind and currents 

923 from the coast to open ocean over large distances (Cozar et al., 2014). This phenomenon 

924 favors the transfer of species from an environment to a new one, allowing the establishment 

925 of invasive species. In addition, previous work on microbiome associated to MPs has raised 

926 concern about the role of plastic debris as vectors for the dispersal of bacterial pathogens 

927 (Keswani et al., 2016; Zettler et al., 2013). In the North Adriatic Sea, the fish pathogenic 
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928 bacteria Aeromonas salmonicida was detected onto MP fragments (Viršek et al., 2017). This 

929 pathogen species, native from temperate waters and higher latitudes, is usually not present 

930 in the Mediterranean Sea, and its presence on MP can represent a new source for 

931 contamination to fish. The genus Vibrio, that includes many species that are pathogens for 

932 humans and marine organisms, has been encountered in several parts of the World as MP-

933 associated communities, with some cases where Vibrio dominated the total abundance of 

934 bacteria onto MPs. For example, Kirstein et al. (2016) reported the presence of the human 

935 pathogen Vibrio parahaemolyticus on MPs from North and Baltic Seas. Since this strain was 

936 also encountered in the surrounding water, the Authors suggested that seawater could serve 

937 as a source for MP colonization (Kirstein et al., 2016). Moreover, Vibrio was also present on 

938 polypropylene MPs collected in the North Atlantic Ocean and was dominating the total 

939 abundance of bacteria associated with the polymer sample (Zettler et al., 2013). The genus 

940 Vibrio was also found in 77% of the MPs collected in the Bay of Brest (France) (Frère et al., 

941 2018). In optimal conditions, Vibrio has a fast growth that can explain its occasional 

942 dominance on MPs. 

943 MPs can also exert a concentration effect on the distribution of bacteria to living 

944 organisms. In most of the cases studied, the bacterial richness was higher on MPs than in 

945 the surrounding seawater, demonstrating an attraction effect of bacteria for plastic debris 

946 (Bryant et al., 2016; Dussud et al., 2018; Frère et al., 2018). MP have been shown to be 

947 taken up by a wide range of marine organisms (Carbery et al., 2018). Few pathogens are 

948 enough to contaminate the host and if MPs contain pathogenic strains, the number of 

949 bacteria entering the organism can be sufficient to cause an infection. Moreover, it is 

950 probable that pathogens associated with MPs would be transferred to the food web and 

951 persist after passage through the digestive system of the host. where MPs can be enriched 

952 in nutrients, this facilitating the growth of other bacterial species. However, studies on the 

953 marine mussel Mytilus edulis and the worm Arenicola marina have shown no alteration of 
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954 the microbial composition present on MPs and neither enrichment of potential pathogens 

955 after the passage through the gut (Kesy et al., 2017, 2016). 

956 It has been recently hypothesized that MPs and associated biofilm can favor higher 

957 transfer frequencies of plasmids carrying antibiotic resistance genes. In particular, 

958 laboratory studies demonstrated that the horizontal gene transfer for antibiotic bacterial 

959 resistance was increased in MP bacteria communities compared to natural aggregates 

960 (Arias-Andres et al., 2018).

961 Overall, available data indicate that MPs can also pose future socio-economic 

962 problems related to spreading invasive bacterial species, transporting fish or human 

963 pathogens over long distances, concentrating bacterial uptake by marine organisms or 

964 increasing the transfer of antibiotic resistance genes. Moreover, this phenomenon could be 

965 potentially accentuated as biofilm participate in forming a protective layer from UV radiation, 

966 increasing the life time of plastic fragments. However, research in this domain is only at its 

967 infancy and further studies on composition of bacterial communities on several polymer 

968 substrates and transfer of genetic elements is required. 

969

970 6 Conclusions and perspectives

971 MPs represent a global challenge affecting aquatic ecosystems. Given the recent 

972 emergence of research in this field, harmonized approaches for the identification and 

973 quantification of plastic particles in water and biota are still lacking. 

974 From a risk assessment perspective, it is necessary to develop comprehensive and 

975 agreed methodologies to be included in routine biomonitoring programs, especially for the 

976 study of exposure to smaller MPs or to NPs. To this concern, the use of mussels as sentinel 

977 species for largescale monitoring programs has recently been proposed (Li et al., 2019). A 

978 first attempt to build a Species Sensitivity Distribution (SSD) was made as a starting point 
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979 for possible regulatory guidance for risk assessment of MPs in aquatic environments (Burns 

980 and Boxall, 2018). The SSD was built utilizing ecotoxicity data from marine and freshwater 

981 species related to particles of the 10- to 5000- mm size fraction (most relevant to 

982 environmental size distributions). The results, compared with the measured environmental 

983 concentration (MEC) cumulative distribution, indicate that risks are limited, although some 

984 species and life stages appear more sensitive (Burns and Boxall, 2018; Foley et al., 2018). 

985 However, ecotoxicity approaches do not consider the mechanisms of action and the 

986 sublethal effects of MPs that may affect physiology in different model organisms. 

987 Knowledge on the effects at the cell/tissue level is therefore necessary, in particular 

988 when considering smaller MPs and NPs. Indeed, particles of this size have the potential to 

989 transfer across the biological membranes, and consequent implications of adverse effects 

990 at the molecular and subcellular levels are of great concern. Moreover, the possible effects 

991 of additives have been underestimated so far. Additives occur at high percentage in plastic 

992 items, and are reported to leach in the surrounding medium. They are present in leachates 

993 at very low concentrations, but those same concentrations are able to affect physiological 

994 modulations at the endocrine level (Balbi et al., 2016). 

995 On the whole, this review clearly points out the need for investigations to be performed 

996 under a physiological perspective. In this light, the evaluation of the effects of MPs at the 

997 molecular, cellular, tissue/organ and individual level and the use of multi-system approaches 

998 (in vitro, in vivo) will allow to identify potential common targets of MPs in different species 

999 and at different life stages that can be related to changes in selected physiological functions, 

1000 including immune and stress-related responses, cell signaling, and energy homeostasis. 

1001 Integrated and multilevel approaches will help to advance the understanding the biological 

1002 impacts of MPs in aquatic biota.

1003
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1602 Figure legends

1603 Fig 1. Resume of the available data on tissue distribution of microplastics in bivalves 

1604 (left panel) and fish (right panel). Dots represent point data retrieved from the 

1605 literature and expressed as percentage of the total MP burden reported. Shaded bars 

1606 are the mean values. Only papers assessing MP concentrations in multiple tissues were 

1607 considered: Abbasi et al. (2018); Ding et al. (2018); Kashiwada (2006); Kolandhasamy 

1608 et al. (2018); Lu et al. (2016). 

1609

1610 Fig 2. Resume of the effects at the molecular, cellular, and system levels as well as 

1611 effects on apical endpoints observed in aquatic organisms interacting with 

1612 microplastics. 1LeMoine et al. (2018), Tang et al. (2018), Jeong et al. (2017). 2Tang et 

1613 al. (2018), Jeong et al. (2017), Jeong et al. (2016). 3Magni et al. (2018), Tang et al. 

1614 (2018), Espinosa et al. (2018). 4Jeong et al. (2017), Tang et al. (2018). 5Bour et al. 

1615 (2018b),  Sussarellu et al. (2016). 6Capolupo et al. (2018), (Wen et al. (2018b). 7Avio et 

1616 al. (2015a), (Paul-Pont et al., 2016), Veneman et al. (2017). 8LeMoine et al. (2018), 

1617 Magni et al. (2018). 9Chae et al. (2018), Mattsson et al. (2017). 10Critchell and 

1618 Hoogenboom (2018), Foley et al. (2018), Redondo-Hasselerharm et al. (2018), Watts et 

1619 al. (2015). 11Cole et al. (2015), Foley et al. (2018), Sussarellu et al. (2016), Ziajahromi 

1620 et al. (2017). 12Foley et al. (2018), Lizárraga et al. (2017), Murphy and Quinn (2018). 

1621

1622
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1634 Fig 2
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